
JourneyCARE for Wild Apricot Users
Given that I have so many clients who use 
Wild Apricot, I'm often asked if JourneyCARE 
is a "competitor" of Wild Apricot.

This is a tricky question for me to answer 
because they are two very different products.

Wild Apricot is a membership software. 
JourneyCARE is member care software. 

While this may seem like semantics, the difference 
is apparent when you explore the products.

Wild Apricot emphasizes membership sign-ups, renewals, event
registrations, etc. It is a transactional platform.  

JourneyCARE emphasizes CAREpoints and automations.  JourneyCARE
says, "when a transaction happens, what would you like to do?"  
Would you like to send an email series?  Would you like to tag the 
contact?  Would you like to assign someone to do a task?"

In short, the focus in JourneyCARE is on personalizing the member
experience and building a journey that nurtures the relationship and
makes a member feel like you truly care.  The result is faster joins, more
enthusiastic engagement, and renewals that happen without hesitation.

Member care is sorely missed in most membership software today.

In creating the JourneyCARE platform, it was never the intent to shift
any Wild Apricot clients away from that product. Our aim was simply to
fill in the gaps that are found in most of the membership products on the
market today.

journeycare.app           joyofmembership.com



Contact Database

Member Sign-ups & Renewals

Website Builder
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Functionality Wild Apricot JourneyCARE

# impacts pricing unlimited

1 per person unlimited

unlimited websites
& funnels

1 website

multiple options 
(with upcharge)

Stripe only
(Paypal coming)

Events

Email Blasts

Drip Campaigns

Text Messaging

Forms

Surveys

Tasks

Courses

Member Directory

Interactive Community

Mobile App

Product Sales

Invoicing

Integrates with Quickbooks

Standard built-in Flexible add-in 

Yes Yes

No Unlimited

No Yes

No Unlimited

Polls for Members Only Unlimited

No Unlimited

On Roadmap? Unlimited

Forum

Flexible add-in Yes

For admins and members For admins only

Simple e-commerce Full e-commerce

Separate accounts Separate or connectedMulti-Chapter

Financial Reports

Yes Flexible add-in 

Payment Processing

Flexible add-in 

In some situations Yes

Yes Through Stripe 
or an integration



Is it possible to integrate Wild Apricot and JourneyCARE?

Yes!  If you love Wild Apricot and simply want to use JourneyCARE to
fill in gaps, this is totally possible! We u

We can leverage integration tools like Integromat to make the two
software systems talk to each other.

In fact, JourneyCARE can connect with 4,000+ other software tools
which means that it can truly be your "source of truth" while allowing
you to plug in nearly any kind of specialty software you'd like!

What does a JourneyCARE site look like?

JourneyCARE's website builder is flexible, mobile-friendly, and makes
seriously beautiful websites!  The builder is truly a joy to use.



*Note that it is journeycare.app  not .com

Can I see a tour of JourneyCARE?

A video tour is available at journeycare.app/tour
You can also request a private demo on the journeycare.app website.
\ 
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How does the pricing compare?

JourneyCARE is $97 per month or $997 per year, flat-rate no matter how
many contacts you have. This means it is slightly more expensive than
Wild Apricot's lowest tiers and less expensive than the higher tiers.

Can JourneyCARE replace other costs besides Wild Apricot?

If you are currently paying for functionality outside of Wild Apricot, like a
form builder, survey tool, course software, or another email tool (to avoid
being at a higher Wild Apricot pricing tier), those are costs that
JourneyCARE can likely eliminate, too.

What support is available for set-up?

You'll have two options for JourneyCARE set-up: 

Option 1 is to do it on your own with our standard support. This includes a
start-up guide, plus two Zoom sessions to help you with the techy parts.
Plus, we have open office hours twice per week as well as an extensive
library of videos. There is no charge for this level of help.

Option 2 is to have my team do the entire set-up for you. We'll
design/transfer your website and get all of your automations set-up
exactly the way you'd like them to be. This option typically costs $4500
with half due at start ($2250) and half due upon launch ($2250). This is
based on a "typical" project and will be confirmed through a formal
proposal/contract.



Is there a trial?

A 14-day trial is standard and can be instantly acquired through the
JourneyCARE.app website.  If you attend a live webinar or a private
demo, we can provide you with an extended 30-day trial and some
other perks.

How many staff/committee members/volunteers can have access?

As many as you'd like! Plus, permissions can be specifically set for each
individual so that they only have aspect to the parts of JourneyCARE
that they need.

If JourneyCARE is so awesome, why do you still set up Wild Apricot?

Sometimes clients just want an affordably priced all-in-one that covers
the essentials without needing flexibility, In those situations, Wild
Apricot is perfect.  

However, when a client gets to the point of starting to look for other
tools to fill gaps that they feel that Wild Apricot has... or if they would
prefer to do things differently than what Wild Apricot's pre-
established gadgets allow, then there's a great opportunity for
JourneyCARE to be considered.

I have more questions...

The best way to explore whether JourneyCARE is a fit for your
organization's needs is to have a conversation.

You can choose a day and time instantly on the JourneyCARE website.

Warmly,


